
Anomalous frequeny shifts in the solar systemJaques Moret-BaillyApril 5, 2006jaques.moret-bailly�u-bourgogne.fr AbstratThe improvements of the observations of the solar system allowed by the use of probes and biginstruments let appear several problems: The frequenies of the radio signals reeived from theprobes sent over 5 UA from the Sun are too high; the explanation by spiules or syphon-�ows of thefrequeny shifts of UV emissions observed on the surfae of the sun by SOHO is not satisfatory; theanisotropy of the CMB seems bound to the elipti.A ommon solution of these problems is a light-matter interation preserving the wave surfaesand inreasing the entropy by, generally, an inrease (resp. derease) of the low (resp. high) frequen-ies. This interation happens during a refration in the presene of exited atomi hydrogen.This observational e�et is identi�ed with a oherent optial e�et, dedued from standard spe-trosopy and easily observed with lasers. In a gas ontaining atomi hydrogen in states 2S and (or)2P, transfers of energy between inoherent light beams, allowed by thermodynamis, produe therequired frequeny shifts or ampli�ations.1 IntrodutionThe remarkable preision of relativisti mehanis and eletrodynamis allows, for instane the goodloalisations by the the Global Positioning System. However, a disrepany appears in the observationof the probes (in partiular Pioneers 10 and 11) when their distane from the Sun beomes larger thanabout �ve astronomial units. The frequenies of the reeived radio signals are too high, so that it seemsthat the attration by the Sun inreases over Newton's law. Several prudent explanations are proposed,in partiular new physis or an aeleration by an anisotropi radiation of the energy provided by thedisintegration of the plutonium whih feeds the probes in energy.In setion 2, we show why the previous explanations annot work, showing that the problem oursduring the propagation of the radio waves.Other disrepanies are found in observations of the Solar system:- the explanations of the redshifts of the UV emission spetra of the Sun observed by SOHO, byspiules or syphon-�ows, appear weak;- the anisotropy of the mirowave bakground appears bound to the Solar system.The onlusion of setion 2, in subsetion 2.4, sets the properties of a ommon light matter interationable to explain all frequeny shifts.This type of interations is ommonly studied in laser spetrosopy; setion 3 desribes the adaptationof the theory to astrophysis without the details already studied in previous papers (Moret-Bailly 1998,2001, 2003). Reading this setion is not neessary, the onlusion 2.4 being su�ient for a pratial useof the e�et in astrophysisThe e�et is observable only in onditions whih allow to qualify the light pulses �ultrashort�. Inastrophysis, it appears generally while inoherent light is refrated by a low pressure gas ontainingatomi hydrogen in states 2S or 2P.2 Desription of the anomalies and their explanations.2.1 Anomalies of the speeds of the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes.The original desription of the Pioneer probes, and of the detetion of anomalies in the radio-signals ofseveral probes was given by Anderson et al. (1998, 2002).1



Figure 1: Apparent aeleration orresponding to the residual frequeny shift, as a funtion of distaneof the Sun, from Anderson et al. 2002.Anderson et al. dedue the radial speed of the probes through an assumed Doppler shift of radiowaves: An eletromagneti wave is sent from the Earth to the probes at a frequeny dedued from thefrequeny of an hydrogen maser by a multipliation suh that the frequeny reeived by the probe islose to 2.11 GHz. This frequeny is multiplied by 240/221 to avoid an interferene with the reeivedfrequeny, ampli�ed and sent bak to the Earth where it is deteted by an heterodyne system, produinga frequeny lose to 1 MHz. The weakness of the reeived signal requires a trak more and more di�ultwith an inrease of the distane.Taking into aount the main omputed frequeny shifts, Doppler and gravitational, less importantperturbations suh as the pressures of radiation of the Solar light, and the pressure of the Solar wind,the gravity of the Kuiper belt ..., the reeived frequeny has the omputed value until the distane of theprobe is lower than 5AU; at a longer distane the exess of reeived frequeny beomes larger and larger,until the orresponding extra apparent aeleration stabilises over 15 AU at the value (8.6±1.34)×10−8m s−2. See �gure 1.If the origin of the aeleration were a leakage of the valves of the thrusters allowing the maneuvers,the probability that both Pioneers have leaks produing the same aeleration, and that a leak reproduesafter a maneuver, is low. Therefore, the main hypothesis is an anisotropy of the radiation of the 2 kWprodued by the deay of the plutonium on board the airraft. The derease of this energy with the timeis not observed, but it may orrespond to the unertainty of the measure of the aeleration (Markwardt2002,She�er 2003).We think that the origin of the anomalous aelerations does not lie in the apparatus for the followingreasons :i) The identities of the aelerations of both Pioneers show that they do not probably result from anaidental dis-working suh as a leakage of a valve.ii) On �gure 2, the interferenes with the orona produe large perturbations of the observed frequen-ies (�C� regions), but , after, the linear inrease of speed is restored. If the �N� regions were produed inthe apparatus, the large anomalous speeds whih would appear should translate the following segments;thus something similar to a path through the orona, happens on the path of the light, and the propertiesof this path are more easily restored than the properties of a omplex apparatus.The similarity of the �N� and �C� perturbations suggests that these perturbations result from refra-tion and frequeny shifts bound to refrations. This shows that, in despite of its low density, the solarwind may play a role in the propagation of the waves, at least over 5 UA, that is in the region whereatomi hydrogen appears.Are the perturbations in the �N� region a onsequene of an inrease, a hange of the anisotropy of2



Figure 2: Doppler residuals as a funtion of time. The top panel shows all of the data. The bottomshows the residuals, exluding the regions perturbed by the solar orona, designated by an horizontalbar �C� and the noisy regions, designated �N�. From Markwardt (2002).the solar ativity, or of a perturbation of the solar wind by the magneti �eld of a planet, or ... ?Out of the �C� and �N� regions, the reeived radio �eld has the omputed intensity; this shows thatthe light- matter interations along the whole path do not hange the wave surfaes, these interationsare oherent.The very weak exhanges of energy whih produe the blueshift annot be quanti�ed, i. e. annotorrespond to de-exitation of matter. There are two possible soures of energy: a slowing down of thesolar wind or a redshift of the solar light. The last possibility seems more probable beause it is similarto the blueshift of the radio waves.2.2 The redshifts of the UV emission lines of the quiet Sun.The hromosphere of the quiet Sun was studied by Peter and Judge (1999) using data aquired by theSolar Ultraviolet Measurement of Emitted Radiation (SUMER), on the SOHO spaeraft.We onsider here only residual frequeny shifts obtained by subtration from the observed shifts of a�main orretion� : a) the Doppler shift produed by the rotation of the Sun and the relative movementof the Sun and the probe; b) the relativisti shift.After a desription of spetra, Peter & Judge present the urrent state of their interpretation, foundedon an attribution of the (residual) frequeny shifts of the spetral lines to a Doppler e�et produed byvertial movements of the gas in the hromosphere.To explain that lines emitted at the same, or at very lose plaes have di�erent redshifts, an hypothesisis that gas is ejeted in vertial spiules, then ools and �ows down; an other hypothesis is syphon �owsthrough loops. But Peter & Judge write : �As for the spiule idea, the existing syphon-�ow pitures areeither non valid or only part of the story� . Other hypothesis are tried, but �still more work is needed�.With the hypothesis of Doppler e�ets and vertial movements, for all lines, there is no (residual)frequeny shift at the limb of the Sun. This hypothesis implies that the frequenies measured at thelimb are, after subtration of the �main orretion� , the absolute frequenies. Comparing the absolutefrequenies dedued from SUMER measures at the limb to older measured or omputed frequenies,disrepanies appear, attributed to a lak of preision of the old results. For instane, a omputed valueof the wavelength of Mg X is 62495.2 pm, while the value dedued from the observation of the limb is62496.8 ± .7 pm.The wavelength of the Ne VIII line was measured in the laboratory by Bokasten et al (1963) who3



Figure 3: Variation of the frequeny shift S(C, Tf ) with formation temperature of the line. Error barsfor the data of Brekke et al (1997) were typially 2 km s−1. The solid line is a by-eye �t of the DopplerShifts in Peter & Judge study. From Peter & Judge (1999).found 77040.9 ± .5 pm. From SUMER measures, at the limb, Peter & Judge obtained 77042.8 ± .7 pm.Considering that this value is a rest wavelength, there is a disrepany attributed to a too short errorbar in the laboratory measure. Peter & Judge write : �If one would take the Bokasten et al. value forgranted, this would imply that the Ne VIII is indeed redshifted at disk entre and would beg the questionof how the redshift of a line seen at disk entre C an even inrease toward the limb - - we would not beable to explain suh a variation with our urrent understanding of the solar atmosphere�.Peter & Judge do not rely muh on the theory they use, writing: �Neither the nature of the drivingmotions nor the response of the plasma an be reliably onstrained by urrently available observationsor by numerial simulations� and �It might be that the blueshifts we observe are not aused by theout-�owing solar wind but by some other proesses�.An other proess, a new understanding is supposing that the shifts our during the propagation ofthe light through a shell of the hromosphere. De�ne a point of the hromosphere by its projetion Mon the disk and its distane R to the entre of the Sun, or the temperature Tf of the gas supposing that
Tf dereases with an inrease of R. Set M = C at the entre and M = L at the limb. Write s(M,Tf)the relative frequeny shift ∆ν/ν produed by the interation with the gas during the propagation toSOHO; the relative frequeny shift used by Peter & Judge is:

S(M,Tf) = s(M,Tf ) − s(L, Tf ) (1)As |s(L, Tf)| is larger than |s(M,Tf )|, the signs of S(M,Tf) and s(M,Tf) are opposite, the variationsof the frequeny shifts along a radius are opposite.In �gure 3 Peter & Judge show the shifts of various lines S(C, Tf ) as a funtion of the temperatureof the emitting gas. Suppose that the olumn density is su�ient to reah nearly a saturation, thatis an equilibrium between the temperature of the emitting gas Tf and the temperature of the light 1at the entre of the lines. Thermodynamis says that energy �ows from hot to old, so that the threehigh energy lines Ne VIII, Mg X and Fe XII are allowed by thermodynamis to transfer energy to thebakground and the other lines provided that the light is refrated by a onvenient medium playing the1Temperature dedued from the intensity in a mode, using Plank's formula for the radiation of a blak body.4



Figure 4: The best measures and the main urve of �gure 3 are reprodued. The main urve A mayrepresent not only S(C, Tf ), but also S(M,Tf) and s(M,Tf ) bound by relation 1, if a onvenient sale ofthe relative frequeny shifts is hosen. Curve B results from an extrapolation of the right part of urve A.The funtion represented by A is the produt of the funtions represented by B and C. C may representthe olumn density of the gas whih produes the frequeny shifts. The derivative D of C versus thepath of the light is the density of this gas.role of a atalyst. This transfer redshifts the three hot lines, and blueshifts the other in onformity withthe de�nition s(M,Tf) of the redshifts.The main urve of �gure 3 is reprodued as urve A on �gure 4, in whih the symbols S(M,Tf ) and
s(M,Tf ) show both diretions of variation of the relative frequeny shift ∆ν/ν; evidently, the sale is afuntion of the onvention and of point M . Assuming that the temperature dereases with the radius Rfrom the entre of the Sun, the x axis may represent R, with a very nonlinear sale.Supposing that the frequeny shift is due to an interation in the gas of the hromosphere, thisinteration may depend on the loal temperature of the gas, and on the spetral line, that is on thetemperature of the emitting gas. As there is nearly no frequeny shift for the He I line, it appears thatthere is no shift in a gas whose temperature is lower than the temperature of emission of this line, about30 000 K. An inrease of the olumn density of gas having the power to blueshift the frequenies anexplain the inrease of frequeny orresponding to the left part of urve A; the right part an orrespondto exhanges of energy between the beams and with the bakground whose temperature orresponds tothe zero frequeny shift at a temperature lose to 105.69= 490 000 K. Thus the funtion represented byurve A may be onsidered as the produt of two funtions represented by: i) a urve B resulting of alinear extrapolation of the right part of urve A; ii) a urve C whih may be interpreted as representinga olumn density through the gas playing the role of a atalyst able, by frequeny shifts, to inrease theentropy of the eletromagneti waves it refrats.The derivative versus R of the funtion represented by C, roughly represented by D, is the density ofatalyti gas. This gas appears between the temperatures of emission of O V and He I, that is betweenabout 170 000 K and 30 000 K. These temperatures orrespond respetively to a full dissoiation ofhydrogen, and to the beginning of an exitation of atomi hydrogen: The atalyti gas is probablyexited atomi hydrogen.Disussion.Following Peter & Judge, we have written that the emitting atoms are in the hromosphere. Adisrepany appears: In the hromosphere, the temperature inreases with R while we onlude that itdereases with R. Is it possible that the origin of the far UV lines is inside the Sun?* Can sharp lines be emitted deep in the Sun ?Low pressure gases emit lines whose linewidth has a Doppler origin due to the thermal movement ofthe moleules; therefore, the lines are usually sharp.5



Inreasing the pressure of the gas, the linewidth inreases, then dereases by a Galatry e�et, possiblyunder the Doppler linewidth. Therefore, the lines may be generated deep in the Sun.* Can the far UV lines be transmitted on a long distane through the hot, dense matter of the Sun ?Under the photosphere, the matter is mainly made of atomi hydrogen, protons and eletrons. Protonsand eletrons do not absorb far UV. Atomi hydrogen an, but only by ionization. Inside the Sun, theionization would be a jump to the ondution levels, but hydrogen remains far from the metalli state,so that the energy required for the jump seems too large.* Can the lines ross the photosphere region ?The photosphere absorbs and emits strongly the light, mainly by H− ions. On the photographs ofthe Sun using �lters adjusted on the far UV lines, the intensity of the light is muh larger at the Sunspots than in the other regions where the absorptions and emissions are larger, so that the attenuationof deep-emitted lines is larger.* This large intensity lose to the Sun spots appears in the photosphere observed diretly lose tothe limb of the Sun. How an it be if the origin of the lines is inside the Sun?On the photographs, it seems that the intensity of the lines beyond the limb depends more on thedensity of gas than on its temperature. It may result from a Rayleigh sattering of the light emitteddeep, by the hromosphere.A preise omparison of the absolute intensities of the emission lines on the disk and beyond the limb,in partiular on the spots, ould show whether our result is valuable or not.2.3 The anisotropy of the osmi mirowave bakground.In subsetion 2.1, we explained the anomalous inrease of frequeny of the Pioneer probes by an intera-tion in the solar wind. If this interation is similar to the interation whose harateristis were found insubsetion 2.2, it is a transfer of energy from the solar light to radio waves. This transfer applies to allradio waves propagating in the solar wind over 5 UA, in partiular to the osmi mirowave bakground.The solar wind is generated in the holes of the orona, so that it is anisotropi. Its struture maybe modi�ed by the magneti �elds of the planets. Thus, the blueshift of the radio frequenies by thesolar wind is anisotropi. For the CMB, a thermal radiation, this shift is an ampli�ation whih addsa ontribution to the anisotropy due to the movement of the Sun in the galaxy. The analysis of theobserved CMB leads to a similar result (Shwarz et al. 2004,Land & Magueijo 2005,Naselsky et al.2005).2.4 Observed properties of a ommon light-matter interation.A simultaneous explanation of the anomalies uses a light-matter interation having the following prop-erties:i)The images and the spetra are not blurred; else the signals from the Pioneers would be too muhweakened;ii)The energy transferred from hot beams to old beams shifts the frequenies;iii)The interating beams must be refrated by a gas whose optimal stability temperature is of theorder of 100 000 K; this is observed from the solar frequeny shifts and the ooling of the solar wind.Exited atomi hydrogen may be this gas.3 The Coherent Raman E�ets on Inoherent Light (CREIL)This setion explains an e�et whih obeys the onditions of subsetion 2.4; it appears very similarto the refration, but requires a medium whose properties are related to the oherene of the light:using ordinary inoherent light, the medium must be very partiular, while, using ultrashort pulses, anytransparent medium works.3.1 Conditions for Doppler-like frequeny shifts by interation with matter.- A Doppler-like redshift must avoid a blur of the images. Therefore, it must be spae-oherent, so thatthe wave surfaes are not disturbed: For an involved moleule, it exists relations between the loal phasesof all involved eletromagneti �elds, and the phases of all moleular osillators; �spae oherene� meansthat these relations are idential for all involved moleules. Consequently, supposing that the number6



of involved moleules is large, Huygens' onstrution shows that the radiated �elds generate lean wavesurfaes related with the wave surfaes of the exiting �elds.- For a time-oherent soure (ontinuous wave laser), �frequeny shift� means that while the soureemits n yles, the detetor reeives a di�erent number m. Thus, the number of yles between thesoure and the reeiver is inreased of n −m; it is an inrease of the number of wavelengths, thus aninrease of the distane, therefore a Doppler e�et. Consequently, a Doppler-like redshift is only possiblewith time-inoherent light; a parameter measuring this inoherene must appear in the theory to forbidan appliation to time-oherent light.- The energy absorbed by the redshifting proess must not be quantised to avoid a blur of the spetra:If a light beam exhanges a quanti�ed energy with a moleule, a fration of the intensity of the beamgets a �nite shift. In a parametri proess, the moleules leave their stationary state only temporarily,their states beoming �dressed� during their interations with the light; the light beams exhange not-quanti�ed energy, the matter plays the role of a atalyst2.3.2 Reminding the semi-lassial theory of refration.Marosopi theory.To simplify the explanations, suppose that the refrating medium is perfetly transparent.A sheet of matter between two lose wave surfaes distant of ǫ is exited at a pulsation Ω. The sheetradiates a Rayleigh oherent wave late of π/2 whose amplitude is a small fration KǫE0 of the exitingamplitude E0. From Huygens' onstrution it generates the same wave surfaes, so that the �elds addinto
E = E0[sin(Ωt) +Kǫ cos(Ωt)]

≈ E0[sin(Ωt) cos(Kǫ) + sin(Kǫ) cos(Ωt)] = E0 sin(Ωt−Kǫ). (2)This result de�nes the index of refration n by the identi�ation
K = 2πn/λ = Ωn/c. (3)Mirosopi, quantum theory.Suppose that the light interats with free idential moleules, initially in the same non-degeneratestationary state φ0. The perturbation of a moleule by an eletromagneti wave mixes φ0 with otherstates φi , produing a non-stationary state Φ = C0φ0 +

∑
i Ciφi, where the Ci are very small.We must onsider the set of all interating moleules, adding an upper index k to distinguish themoleules. Without a �eld, the total, stationary state is Ψ0 =

∏
k φ

k
0
. Its degeneray is the number ofmoleules.Perturbed by an external �eld, the refrating medium radiates a sattered, oherent �eld late of

π/2, generating the same wave surfaes than the exiting �eld; therefore, the dynamially exited, non-stationary, �dressed �( or �polarisation� ) state ψm whih emits this �eld is haraterised by an index mrepresenting the exiting mode.Considering other refrated modes, the dressed state of all moleules Ψ splits as ∏
m ψm.The oherent interations are muh stronger than the inoherent: A refration by ≈ 0.25µm of waterdelays the light of π/2, that is the light is fully sattered by the oherent Rayleigh sattering. In aswimming pool, we see well through 25 metres of water, only a fration of the light is sattered by theinoherent Rayleigh sattering; the fator is 108.3.3 Priniple of the CREIL.The CREIL results from an interation between dressed states ψm; as these states have the same parity,the interation must be of Raman type, for instane quadrupolar eletri. Thermodynamis says thatthe entropy must inrease, so that the �oods of energy are from the modes whih have a high Plank'stemperature to the older ones. For an astrophysial appliation we onsider a purely parametri e�et:the matter, a low pressure gas in low �elds, returns to its initial state after an interation.2We do not follow an extended de�nition of �parametri� interations in whih the matter may be (des)exited duringthe interation (for instane in a He-Ne laser medium), �parametri� beoming synonymous of �oherent�.7



Perturbed by the other dressed states, ψm radiates a mixture of the oherent Rayleigh satteringwhih produes the refration and oherent Raman satterings. These loally weak satterings may bestudied independently, so that the CREIL may be onsidered as a set of simultaneous Stokes and anti-Stokes oherent Raman satterings with a zero balane of energy for the moleules 3. Charaterised bythe index m of ψm, the sattered beams have the same wave surfaes than the exiting beams, so thatthe interferene of these beams is the same in the whole spae, just as in the oherent Rayleigh satteringmaking the refration; as the sattered �elds are muh weaker than the exiting �eld, they may be addedindependently to it.How an all frequenies radiated by a perturbed ψm interfere into a single frequeny to avoid a blur ofthe spetra, as observed in laser experiments? The pulsation of a Raman beam is shifted by ±ω, and, atthe beginning of a pulse, the exiting and Raman beams are in phase beause the resonane introdues a
−π/2 phase- shift. The sum of the slightly absorbed exiting wave and the oherent anti-Stokes satteredwave is:

E = E0[(1 −K ′ǫ) sin(Ωt) +K ′ǫ sin((Ω + ω)t)] (with(K ′ > 0)

E = E0[(1 −K ′ǫ) sin(Ωt) +K ′ǫ[sin(Ωt) cos(ωt) + sin(ωt) cos(Ωt)]]. (4)Supposing that ωt and K ′ǫ are small, cos(ωt) ≈ 1 and the last term transforms:
E ≈ E0[sin Ωt+ sin(K ′ǫωt) cos(Ωt)]

E ≈ E0[sin(Ωt) cos(K ′ǫωt) + sin(K ′ǫωt) cos(Ωt) = E0 sin[(Ω +K ′ǫω)t]. (5)
K ′ǫ is an in�nitesimal term, but the hypothesis ωt small requires that the Raman period 2π/ω is largein omparison with the duration of the experiment t whih is the length of the light pulses.If this ondition is veri�ed, the interferene of the exited and the sattered beams produes a singleshifted frequeny, so that the frequeny shifts add along the path of the light without a generation ofparasiti frequenies: the spetra are not blurred. Else, the beams have di�erent frequenies, generatinga Raman spetrum 4.This ondition was set by G. L. Lamb Jr. for the de�nition of �ultrashort pulses� : �shorter thanall relevant time onstants� (Lamb 1971). With ordinary light, the time-oherene plays the role oflength of the pulses: thus, the time-oherene, some nanoseonds, must be �shorter than all relevanttime onstants� .We have found a �rst relevant time onstant, the Raman period. A seond is the ollisional timeonstant, beause the ollisions destroy the spae-oherene, produing an ordinary, weak, inoherentRaman sattering; for the CREIL, using ordinary light, a low pressure gas is needed.The same omputation, replaing K ′ by an other onstant and hanging the sign of ω in equation 4,or replaing K ′ by a negative K” in formula 5 gives the Stokes ontribution; to sum the ontributions,we replae K ′ by K ′ +K” in formula 5. K ′ +K” depends on the di�erene of population in both levels,that is on exp(−hω/2πkT )− 1 ≈ −hω/2πkT ∝ ω/T , where T is the temperature of the gas.The theory of the refration shows that the index of refration is nearly onstant in the absene ofresonane lose to Ω, so that, using for the polarisability a formula equivalent to formula 3, K ′ +K”appears nearly proportional to Ωω/T , and the frequeny shift is :

∆Ω = (K ′ +K”)ǫω ∝ ǫΩω2/T. (6)The relative frequeny shift ∆Ω/Ω is nearly independent on Ω.All required properties are obtained: spae oherene, limitation of the time-oherene, no exitationof the gas, nearly onstant relative frequeny shift. As the shift is proportional to ω2, a strong e�etrequires a Raman pulsation ω as large as allowed by the preservation of the oherene. As the time-oherene of ordinary light is some nanoseonds, an e�ient Raman frequeny is of the order of 100Mhz.3�Coherent Raman Satterings on Inoherent Light� (CREIL) is ambiguous, relative either to a single Raman interation(ignoring the quasi-resonant, easy transfer of the Raman energy to the thermal radiation), or to the whole set of interations.4The amplitude of a oherent Raman spetrum is generally low, negligible: set λE and λR the generally di�erentwavelengths of the exiting and Raman frequenies in the refrating medium; the start of a sattered light pulse has, at itsemission, the phase of the exiting pulse, so that it hanges of 2πx/λE after a path x, while, by a propagation x, the phasevaries of 2πx/λS . The phases of the just emitted and propagated sattered waves are opposite, so that the amplitudesanel, after a path "length of oherene" x = L suh that |2πx(1/λE − 1/λS)| = π.8



3.4 Laboratory observation of the CREIL e�etUsually, it is not neessary to take into aount the radiations whih reeive energy beause we aresurrounded by thermal radiations whose blueshift is simply a heating. In a onvenient medium, theCREIL e�et transfers also energy between the radio frequenies (whih make the thermal radiation)as long as the thermal equilibrium, inluding the isotropy, is not reahed; this CREIL e�et is strongbeause, all involved frequenies being low, it is nearly resonant, so that the radio frequenies get quiklya thermal equilibrium.The CREIL in optial �bres is so easily obtained that it makes problems for the use of short pulsesin teleommuniations. With the high peak power of femtoseond lasers, the index of refration andthe omponents of the tensor of polarisability beome inreasing funtions of the intensity, allowing astudy of the e�et in small ells. This nonlinear e�et named �Impulsive Stimulated Raman Sattering�(ISRS) allows an easy study of the properties of the oherent Raman e�et on inoherent light: transferof energy from a laser beam to another produing frequeny shifts, veri�ation of Lamb's onditions(Yan et al. 1985).While the lengths of the laser pulses inrease, the experiments beome more and more di�ult: Toinrease the ollisional time, it beomes impossible to use dense matter, a gas less and less dense must beused. While it is easy to �nd strong Raman resonanes at the rotational and vibrational frequenies ofmoleules, resonanes lose to 100 MHz appear generally in highly exited states, almost unpopulated.Therefore, an observation of a CREIL e�et, using ordinary inoherent light would require an expansiveexperiment while it is well veri�ed in the whole easily usable domain of oherenes.3.5 Propagation of inoherent light in atomi hydrogenAs atomi hydrogen has a simple spetrum, its levels of energy may be well populated. Its eletriquadrupole spin reoupling transition (∆F = 1) in the ground state has the frequeny 1420 MHz, toofar from 100 MHz. But, in the �rst exited state, the frequenies 178 MHz in the 2S1/2 state, 59 MHz in2P1/2 state, and 24 MHz in 2P3/2 are very onvenient; in these states, the gas will be named H*. It ismore di�ult to populate higher states, and the resonane frequenies are low, so that, in these states,the CREIL e�et is negligible.Exited atomi hydrogen whih redshifts the light may be generated by various proesses:Thermal exitation of hydrogen.The ionisation energy equals kT for a temperature T = 156000K; as the energy needed for a pumpingto the states of prinipal quantum number n = 2 (H* states) is the three fourth of the ionisation energy, itequals kT for T = 117000K. Using Boltzmann law, these temperatures may be onsidered as indiatingroughly where these partiular states of hydrogen are abundant, remarking however that by a thermalexitation, the proportion of hydrogen in the H* states is limited by the exitation to higher values of
n, and by the ionisation at low pressures. Remark that, from �gure 3, we found in 2.2 an approximateoptimal value T = 100000K : H* is learly the soure of the anomalous frequeny shifts on the Sun.Lyman α pumping of atomi hydrogen.Over a temperature T = 10000K, the moleules of hydrogen are dissoiated. The strong absorptionof the Lyman alpha line produes H*. The e�etive deay of H* is very slow at low pressures beausethis deay an only re-emit the Lyα line whih is strongly, immediately re-absorbed. The surfae ofthe Sun is too old to provide muh energy at the Lyα frequeny. But H* may be produed lose tovery hot objets suh as quasars, areting neutron stars. A feed-bak may appear in unexited atomihydrogen illuminated by a far UV ontinuous spetrum: The exitation at the Lyman α frequenyprodues H*, therefore a redshift whih renews the intensity of the light at the Lyman α frequeny untila previously absorbed line almost stops the redshift, so that the other Lyman lines are strongly absorbedand will nearly stop the following fast redshift; thus, a harateristi periodiity of the redshifts appears(Moret-Bailly 2005).Cooling of an hydrogen plasma.The ombination of the protons and eletrons of a plasma produes atomi hydrogen in various statesof exitation. The 2S state is stable at a low pressure. The optial transitions from the 2P statesgenerate a Lyα line whih may be reabsorbed. The ooling of the solar wind beyond 5 UA produesH* and explains the blueshift of the radio-frequenies of the Pioneers 10 and 11, at least a part of theanisotropy of the CMB bound to the elipti. 9
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